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Birthdays around our house are a big deal. My daughters start thinking about their plans 

for celebration almost a year in advance; musing on ideas and options and dreaming of 

party possibilities. The day only comes once a year but the preparation and celebration of 

a birthday can stretch out for much longer than a mere 24 fleeting hours. And why not? 

 

Ever since my daughters were old enough to participate in the preparation process, I got 

them involved in planning for the big day. They are delighted to get into every detail 

from making invitations to cake baking to decorating in anticipation of turning yet 

another year older. Being a photographer, I use all the moments leading up to the party as 

photo ops. This helps not only guarantee marking the occasion with great portraits, but 

also to tell a well-rounded and unique birthday story each passing year.  

 

Begin with Tradition 

Traditions have got to start somewhere. Why not begin with some birthday-centric 

traditions? I painted a banner on a long strip of butcher paper to hang at my daughter’s 

first birthday 11-years-ago.  We hung it behind her high-chair as a festive visual element 

as she enjoyed (or not) her first piece of birthday cake. I was so pleased with the images 

that year that we have used that same banner every year since. We just change the 

number 1 with the appropriate number for that year and are sure to get a shot with her 

under the banner each birthday. She never forgets to remind us to get the birthday banner 

out in time for her party. And my second daughter has her own banner as well, of course. 

 

Picture the Invitation 

I try to capture a quintessential portrait of my kids about a month before their actual 

birthday so I can create their invitation around it. Now that I have 2 children, sending a 

photo invitation is the only time during the year that friends and family get to enjoy a 

solo portrait of them since our holiday cards are almost always group shots. On years 

when we’ve only invited a small group, I have even sent family members birthday 

announcements just for a good excuse to offer up a recent photo. 

 

When making the actual invite, I always incorporate the number of their soon-coming 

new age. There are a million ways to translate the numbers. I challenge myself to get 

creative and have fun with it. Using a photo invite can also take the stress out of trying to 

decide on a theme for the party in advance. Since the invite is a photo, any theme can 

match it. Or, if you have the theme decided on, you can incorporate the colors or other 

elements in the picture or the actual invite. 

 

Take the Cake 

In the 11 years we have celebrated children’s birthdays around here, we have never once 

bought a birthday cake. Oddly enough, I don’t even like cooking and only bake a handful 

of times during the year. Perhaps that’s why our birthday cake baking occasions are so 

special and memorable for my kids. We put almost as much time, effort and thought into 



our cakes as we do our parties. I always keep it simple and easy (I love boxed cake 

mixes) and still the process engages my girls in yet another one of our annual traditions. 

Some of the cake baking and decorating photo sequences remain my all time favorites 

from birthdays past. 

 

The Main Event 

Planning parties takes a lot of work, and even our best laid plans to enjoy the parties we 

plan can back fire. I can remember more than one birthday party when I barely had a 

minute to pick up my camera, let alone capture any pictures quite the way I had 

envisioned. When this happens—and it’s bound to once in a while—knowing that you 

already created some birthday themed pictures before the party will help you enjoy the 

moment more than focus on how it’s slipping away without the proper photo 

documentation.  

 

I have found however than pre-planning how the photo-ops for the party will help ensure 

you get the quintessential party shots. No matter where the party will be held or what the 

festivities might include, I try map out a game plan early as to have questions answered 

on a dime like, where should we cut the cake? Or where should she open her presents? 

And of course, my plan always ALWAYS works around where the best light and 

backdrop is—in that order. Lighting is always my biggest priority. I learned after a few 

not-so-optimum parties early on to always have a chair ready for them to blow out their 

candles and eat their cake in a location with the best photo conditions possible. At least 

then, there would be one guaranteed picture perfect celebratory moment. 

 

Decorating the Guest of Honor 

I have shot a lot of weddings throughout my career on one thing I can tell you, brides 

always look radiant and their bridal veils are a big part of that magic. It’s what sets them 

apart from their rest of the crowd and it makes them look more special on that day than 

any other. I feel the same way about birthdays. The best way to capture the guest of 

honor in all their birthday glory it put a hat, tiara or crown on them. I cannot tell you how 

much fun it is to use these kinds of props to make your birthday shots stand out from 

other shots you capture of your child throughout the year. Even if you stage it before or 

after the party, it’s the hat shots that to me are the birthday classics. 

 

Say Thank You 

So the party came and went and was a huge success. Chances are now you’ve got a 

million great party pictures to share. I always pick a favorite for my Thank You cards. 

When my girls were young I used the cake-eating shots. But now that they are older and 

invite their closest friends, I try to capture a fun group shot and use one of those for the 

Thank You’s to send to friends. It’s a picture perfect way to wrap up yet another birthday 

gone by, just in time to get started planning next years celebration. 



Tracey Clark Bio 

 

With a passion for capturing the beauty of everyday life in pictures and an unbridled 

enthusiasm for sharing her musings with the masses, Tracey Clark keeps herself in 

constant creative motion. She’s found a way to blend her love for photography and 

writing with the precarious art of raising both a spirited Kindergartner and a tireless 

tween, creating what she considers the perfect alchemy.  

 

Tracey has fifteen years of professional photography under her belt, is the author of two 

published Motherhood Journals (Chronicle Books, San Francisco) and writes a mom blog 

called Mother May I.  Her latest creative offering Shutter Sisters (launched in Jan 2009) 

is a collaborative and unique photo blog that is being touted as the premier source of 

creative inspiration for all women with a passion for photography. Amidst all of her 

many endeavors, Tracey claims she is merely scratching the surface. 


